ABSTRACT. Estimates of various cardinal functions defined on a hyperspace equipped with the locally finite topology are given.
The locally finite topology on a hyperspace is the natural generalization of the well-known Vietoris or finite topology. Recently some authors (see [1 and 9] ) have investigated its properties finding interesting relationships with the Hausdorff metric topology, when the base space is metrizable, and the uniform topology, when the base space is normal. In this paper we are concerned with some cardinality properties of a hyperspace with the locally finite topology. Specifically we provide estimates of various cardinal functions defined on it. Some results of the same kind relative to the finite case can be found in [3, 6, and 8] .
For notation and terminology we refer to [5] . Each cardinal number is assumed to be an initial ordinal. As usual, given two cardinal numbers A, d, d<x is defined as sup{/tfM : p < A}. |S| denotes the cardinality of the set S and ¿P(S) its powerset.
[
S]k ([S]<k or [S]-fc) is the collection of all subsets of S having cardinality d (less than /, or less or equal to 4).
Throughout the paper A always denotes a topological Ti space. c(A), d(A), ?r(A), w(X), L(X), x(A) and 7rx(A) denote, respectively, the cellularity, and density, the 7r-weight, the weight, the Lindelöf number, the character and the ttcharacter of A. x(A, A) denotes the character of the subset A of A.
For definitions and more details concerning these cardinal functions we refer to the Juhász's book [7] . All other cardinal functions used here will be explicitly defined. To formulate some of our results in a little stronger way than using exponentiation by p(A) or L(X), we need also the following (see [7, 1.22 Denote by r(A) the topology of A and let 9~ be the collection of all functions from 4 into r(A)\{0}.
It is easy to see that the family {Y\aek /(a)'■ / € ^ã nd {f(a): a G k} locally finite} can be regarded as a base for a topology on Xk. We indicate the space so obtained by Xk*. Equipping <p~l(E) with the subspace topology induced from XK, the restriction <p\v-i{E) becomes a continuous function from <p~1(E) onto E and hence c(<p_1(E)) > 2k. To verify the continuity of the function ip\v-i¡E) fix a point x G <p"1(E) and let Äbea neighborhood of <P\<p-1(E)(x) m E-Since E has the induced topology from exp(A), there exists a locally finite family U of open subsets of A such that <p\v-i(E)(x) € (f&) C\E Ç R.
For any a G 4 let ^a = {U : U G %, x(a) G U}. %a is finite and hence the set Va -O&a is an open set containing x(a). We claim that the family {Va, a G 4} is locally finite. Indeed let p G X and let rVbea neighborhood of p meeting only finitely many members of ^\ Let A = {a: a G 4, W n Va ^ 0}. For any a € A, W meets each members of % and therefore the set Ua€A % must be finite. Since for any a G AVa is the intersection of a subfamily of (JQeA % ^ ronows that also the set {Va, a G A} is finite and thus the family {Va : a G 4} is locally finite. Note that taking as A a discrete space we obtain c(exp(A)) = 2C(X' = 2lx', while taking as X the Alexandröff compactification of a discrete space we obtain c(exp(A)) = c(A) = |A|.
REMARK. The topology of XK clearly lies between the Tychonov and the box topology.
It differs from the Tychonov topology whenever 4 is infinite and |A| > 1. It differs from the box topology at least when X is not a discrete space and 4 > 7tx(p, A) for some nonisolated point p G X. To check the last assertion let {Ua}aex, X < 4, be a local 7r-base at p and define a function f : 4 -> r(X) in such a way that /(a) = Ua -{p} for any a S A, and /(a) -X -{p} for any a G 4 -X.
Put Uf = T\a€k/'(a) and let f and E defined as in the above theorem. Uf is open in the box topology, but Uf n ip_1(E) = 0 because for any x G Uf we have p G <p(x)\ip(x). Since tp~1(E) is dense in XK the two topologies are different. The proof of the next two theorems is rather straightforward and will be left to the reader.
To conclude, we consider another cardinal function. DEFINITION 4. Let A be a space with no isolated points. The Novak number of A denoted by n(X) is the smallest cardinal number 4 such that A can be covered by 4 nowhere dense sets.
For further information concerning this cardinal function see [2] . Before looking at the Novak number of exp(A), we have to verify its definability.
LEMMA 2. If X has no isolated point, then exp(A) also has no isolated point.
PROOF. It suffices to show that every nonempty open subset of exp(A) of the form l$¿) contains at least two points. Choose a point p belonging to some U G %f and let %v -{U: U G % and p G U}. As % is locally finite C\%fp is axi open neighborhood of p. Since p is not isolated there exists some q G f)^/p -{p}. For any U G %f\%Sp choose a point in it and let A be the set so obtained. It is clear that A U {p} and A U {17} are two distinct points of exp(A) belonging to lf?¿). THEOREM 8. If X has no isolated point, then n(exp(A)) < n(X).
PROOF. Let 4 = n(X) and let {Ua}açk be a family of dense open subsets of A such that f)a€lcUa = 0. It is easily seen that also the family {(Ua)}aek is a family of dense open subsets of exp(A) with an empty intersection. This clearly means that n(exp(A)) < k.
We do not know whether there exists some space A for which n(exp(A)) < n(X).
